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Isomi’s award-winning reception furniture 
showcases original British design coupled with 
unrivalled manufacturing capability. Offering a 
complete solution for reception and public spaces, 
Isomi’s pioneering modular furniture systems 
make specifying contract furniture effortless and 
cost-effective.

The collections in Solid Surface and Concrete are 
designed to take full advantage of each material’s 
unique properties. Isomi’s production process 
creates unique opportunities for producing high-
specification, premium quality furniture with 
minimal lead times.

Designed by Paul Crofts, Isomi’s standard  
off-the-shelf components tailor to a vast range of 
applications, from commercial office, education 
and healthcare to leisure and beyond. As such, 
Isomi sets a new standard in production furniture.

Working globally, Isomi’s experienced team 
ensures that each individual project is delivered 
with the highest levels of efficiency and customer 
service. Isomi provides consistent solutions with  
a versatility that allows limitless application.

Innovative Modular Furniture 
Systems

 
Headquarters 
6 Seymour Court
Manor Park, Cheshire WA7 1SY
+44 (0)161 903 9797

London Office 
+44 (0)20 7388 8599

info@isomi.com 
www.isomi.com



Outline
The Outline table in solid surface 
combines a lightweight, fluid 
appearance with a durable, 
repairable, long-lasting finish.  
Once the table has been specified 
from a choice of modular parts, 
including virtually unlimited length 
options, a meticulous focus on 
internal engineering allows for a 
seamless finished form with no 
visible joints. The table’s inner 
workings include full cable 
management and the ability to  
be wired directly into the power 
source on installation, allowing 
users to plug their devices directly 
into the table. 

Key features

Modular on specification,  
seamless on installation

Easy to specify modular components

CAD and BIM files available

Cable management included as standard

Various colour options available

Available in 4–6 weeks (UK), 10-12 weeks (US)











Example Outline Configurations

1 
W2800 � D1200 � H750 mm

5 
W5400 � D1200 � H750 mm

6 
W6600 � D1200 � H750 mm

7 
W9200 � D1200 � H750 mm

4 
W4200 � D1200 � H750 mm

3 
W4000 � D1200 � H750 mm

OT02 
Right End 
W1400 � D1200
H750 mm   
 

OT03 
600 Straight 
W600 � D1200 
H750 mm  

OT01 
Left End 
W1400 � D1200 
H750 mm  

OT04 
1200 Straight 
W1200 � D1200 
H750 mm  

OT05 
1400 Straight 
W1400 � D1200 
H750 mm  

Outline Modules

Dimensions relate to the footprint of the product

2 
W3400 � D1200 � H750 mm



Key features

Made in lightweight,  
stain-resistant concrete

Available in three concrete shades

Easy to specify modular components

CAD and BIM files available

 Cable management included  
as standard

Available in 10–12 weeks (UK), 14-16 
weeks (US)

Edition
Cast in authentic, lightweight, 
stain-resistant concrete, the Edition 
table benefits from a highly 
considered aesthetic, with robust 
legs integrated with a finely 
proportioned top. A shadow gap at 
the base of the table lends a sense 
of lightness and refinement, which 
is reflected in the premium quality 
of the material. With fully integrated 
cable management including 
reversible cable trays finished in 
concrete and hot rolled steel,  
the table is specified from modular 
parts and is available in virtually 
unlimited length options. 







Example Edition Configurations

1 
W2800 � D1200 � H750 mm 

5 
W5400 � D1200 � H750 mm 

4 
W4600 � D1200 � H750 mm 

7 
W6800 � D1200 � H750 mm 

2 
W3400 � D1200 � H750 mm 

3 
W4000 � D1200 � H750 mm 

8 
W8000 � D1200 � H750 mm 

6 
W5600 � D1200 � H750 mm 

Dimensions relate to the footprint of the product

ET02 
Right End 
W1400 � D1200
H750 mm 
 

ET03 
600 Straight 
W600 � D1200 
H750 mm  

ET01 
Left End 
W1400 � D1200 
H750 mm  

ET04 
1200 Straight 
W1200 � D1200 
H750 mm  

ET05
1800 Straight 
W1800 � D1200  
H750 mm  

ET06
2600 Straight 
W2600 � D1200  
H750 mm  
 

Edition Modules



Fold Table
The geometric look and spare  
lines of the Fold coffee table are 
enhanced by the use of solid 
surface, and the option of a 
translucent black glass tabletop.  
The table comes in two sizes and 
offers the perfect complement for 
the Fold modular seating range. 



Mono Table
The Mono table’s minimal look 
makes it a highly flexible addition  
to any reception area. Produced in 
solid surface, the table combines 
hardwearing durability with a 
considered aesthetic.



Void Table
Pared-back and contemporary  
in aesthetic, the Void table has the 
innovative feature of a recessed 
shelf made from thermoformed 
solid surface on which to store  
and display books, magazines and 
company documents. With the 
addition of a glass tabletop and  
a base made from powder-coated 
aluminium, Void provides a unique 
and highly functional focal  
point. Colour options are available 
on request.



Coffee Tables

MCT  
Mono Coffee Table 
W400 � D400 � H275 mm
W600 � D600 � H275 mm
W800 � D800 � H275 mm 

FCT  
Fold Coffee Table 
W400 � D400 � H275 mm
W600 � D600 � H275 mm
W800 � D800 � H275 mm

VCT  
Void Coffee Table 
W800 � D800 � H275 mm 

Dimensions relate to the footprint of the product




